6. Since only the torsiobal frequency is to be obtained in the ,determination of shear velocity, great care should be exercised to ensure that torsional resonance is in fact indicated and, that it is in the pioper movie. This is done by successively probing with the pickup along the full lenigth of the specimen. There will be only one node, i.e. at the center of the specimen; consequently, the amplitude indicated by the meter or oscilloscope will be maximum at the ends and minimiua at the center. With a Lissajous display, the continuous phase charge from one end to the other can be observed. Since the same is true for longitudinal resonance, a further precaution is necessary. By probing with the pickup across the end of the specimen, a complete distinction between the two types of resonance can be made.I No difference in response will be noted across the end for longitudinal resonance, but a change in amplitude and phase, similar to that observred along the length of the specimen, will be observed for torsional resonance. With a directionally sensitive, pickup, a further distinction can be made. The vibraw•ory motion of the specimen for lon1Itu-dinal resonance is greater in the direction of the axis, whereas the mc (ion for torsional resonance is greater normal to the 6axis. This difference can readily be detected by changing the orientation of'the pickup.
7. For the first mode of "porsional resonant vibration, a standing half wave "( fig. 1) is present inýthe specimen.
The shear velocity in the specimen then is 2i' ,. f being the resonant torsional frequency and X the length of the specimen. However, this velocity is specifically the shear velocity in the particu3ar specimen tested and is not necessarily the same for large masses of the material represented by the test specimen.
No further calculation ,s necessary for +a circular cylinder test specimen, but for a rectangular prism a shape factor must be used, as shown subsequently.
t where Vc is the compressional wave velocity for the material, and 2fV
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is the specific compressional wave velocity in the specimen vith I being the length of the specimen and f its longitudinal resonant frequency.
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The formula should be used only for specimens having lengths several times 6 greater than their cross-secti6nal dimensions. In this simple formula, the velocity Vc , though independent of shape, is highly dependent on, Poisson's ratio a . The relation provides a method-for the deter'.nation of Poisson's ratio when an independent determination of V is available. 11. The aluminum tsted was 24ST, ,and had a Poisson's ratio of 0.33 and a compressional wave velocity of 20,800 fps (calculated by the formula given in piragraph 9). Agreement between the three quantities Vt , Vc and a for the aluminum specimen was excellent when checked by a graphical method. 9 Textbook values 10 for 17ST aluminum of Vt = 10,165 fps, Vc = 20,500 fps, and c = 0,355 were somewhat less compatible and are considered to be possibly representatbve values rather than the results of tests on a single bar of aluminum.
Conclusion
12. In summary, with a knowledge of only the frequency of the fundamental mode of resonant, torsional vibration of a specimen and the length of the specimen, the specific shear velocity of the specimen vas found to 5 be equal ,to 2fA , which multiplied by a shape factor is the shear-weyo velocity of the material represente& ,by the speci:Trh. The accuracy <,T?
results-is dependent upoiý, and approximately equivalent to, the accuracy of the two basic relationsý from which the formulas for shear velocitUr were derived.
13. An analogous derivati on, -or the longitudinal resonant frequency provides an aproximate method for the determination of Poisson's :a' tio'.
